
DOZER BLADES

MODEL MACHINE LENGTHS (ft) HEIGHTS (in) FIXED OR REVERSIBLE

H-SDDB: Henke Severe Duty Dozer Blade Loaders;  Graders 12, 14, 16 48 Power Reversing

H-DB: Henke Dozer Blade Graders 8, 9, 10, 12 41 Fixed

H-H: Henke Helper Small Loaders; Backhoe Loaders 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 41, 30 Power Reversing

HENKE SEVERE DUTY 
DOZER BLADE 
This heavy-duty, power reversing blade 
handles rugged situations.

> Box reinforced 3/16" rolled plate  
  steel moldboard

>  Extreme “curl” helps eliminate  
  snow from blowing over the top

> Powerful, 4" x 20.75" double-acting  
  hydraulic cylinders provide  
  up to 35º rotation

> Accepts down pressure 

HENKE DOZER BLADE 
Designed specifically for Motor Graders, 
will give years of trouble-free use.

> 1/4" smooth rolled moldboard
  with 1/2" ribs

>  Fully welded box panel  
  reinforced from top to bottom

> Heavy duty components

> Accepts down pressure

HENKE HELPER 
This power reversing blade is an excellent 
work tool for backhoes and wheel loaders.

> 1/4" smooth rolled moldboard
  with 1/2" ribs

>  Fully welded box panel  
  reinforced from top to bottom

> Two 4" x 20.75" double-acting  
  hydraulic cylinders with 2"  
  chrome plated rods

> Accepts down pressure
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To learn more, see a short video: REL, The Beast 
on our YouTube Channel.

FOR: REL, FOLDING V-PLOW, SEVERE DUTY 
DOZER BLADE AND HENKE HELPER

HENKE MECHANICAL FLOAT LINK
> Allows the plow to “float” up and down over uneven terrain,  
  following the contours of the road

> Adds an additional 10"- 12" of vertical travel to the plow

> Sight gauge makes it easy to set the plow in proper position  
  (pushframe parallel to the ground)

SWIVEL BACK PLATE
> Enables the plow to follow the crown of the road giving it the  
  flexibility to float side to side

Take your blade to the ultimate level of performance!

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
OPTIONS

http://henkemfg.com/dozer-blades/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DeBKY1bdrgQ&list=PLIl0pG2afnol-4r83oCid-jRC-fPhqgU8

